OUR LINE ON QUALITY
At FSR, quality and innovation aren’t just words to us, they’re our philosophy. They’re the reason we do
business in the first place, because we’re out there doing it with you. We understand how important it is to
have things built intelligently, intuitively and ready for the long haul, so our team focuses on every detail,
rigorously testing and researching to deliver the most superior products. From the tough, lightweight frame,
to industry-leading fabrics, to the superior sewing and assembly, you can rest assured every feature is
engineered for endless adventures and seamless function.

DESIGN

STRUCTURE

SHELTER

Every Adventure Series tent is designed
to maximize your outdoor experience.
Our thoughtful design saves you set-up time,
widens your windows and expands entries
because we know that the value of quality goes
beyond materials that endure — good design
is part of making memories that last.

Our tents are built upon our
signature T-slot extruded aluminum
flooring system that provides an
exceptional strength to weight ratio,
maximum mounting options,
and easy installation on your
vehicle’s rack.

Protection from storms, sun and
no-see-ums, we construct every tent to
hold up to the elements. We select
the most durable fabrics and engineer
our rugged framing to withstand heavy
winds, use and weather while giving
you the ultimate place to relax.
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2 10D poly-oxford ripstop rainfly fabric, protected with 2-mil
polyurethane and silver coating

FEATURES

2	
1 90g poly-cotton ripstop body
fabric, protected with 2-mil
polyurethane coating
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A djustable vents regulate
airflow for easy comfort control
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4	
P lush medium-density mattress
with quilted cover
I ntegrated gear bags intuitively
store and stow

6	
I nterior storage pockets and
accessory hooks
7	
A luminum alloy hinges and
1" diameter tubing offer
lightweight rigidity
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8	
S tainless steel fasteners won’t
rust and resist vibration
9	
T hermo-molded corners
reinforce the tent frame

